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TERMS AllB ABBREVIATIONS

Abwehr German intelligence service in WWII

Aktiv

AmtluslAbwehr

Antifa

Intensively pro-Soviet opergting com-
mittee made up of prisoners of war

Central intelligence staff in the High
Command of the German Armed Forces (aIX)

Abbreviation for antifascism, antifascist,
Antifascist Committee

AO	 Abwehr officer

Gestapo	 German Secret State Police

Ic	 German equivalent of US G-2

Ic40	 Staff in high-level German headquarters
responsible for collection and processing
of intelligence information and for intel-
ligence missions

:CCM

MC:13

MVD

Soviet Committee for State Security

Soviet Ministry for State Security

Soviet Interior Ministry

Wehrmacht

MVD troops	 Troops of the Soviet Interior Ministry
emuloyed in the guarding of POW's and
the maintenance of State security

OKH	 German Army High Command
OKW	 High Command, of the German armed Forces

Soviet Council for Special Affairs, which
convicted POW's by mail order sentences

SD	 German Security Service

SS	 Nazi Party elite guards

V-man	 Getman "Vertrauensmann," i.e., confidant,
agent

German Armed forces
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PREFACE

1. Purpose 

This study is to describe factually the peculiarities of Soviet

capttivity during and after World War II and to examine the methods of

treating and interrogating persons of interest to the Soviets, whose

treatment was especially harsh. From numerous individual experiences

there are to be deduced the typical aspects of Soviet procedure against

persons knowledgeable of classified military information. Thus, clues

are to be obtained as to what such persons will have to expect, at

present and in the future, in the event of capture in the East. Finally,

the best methods of countering the known and expected procedures are

to be examined.

2. This study is based on the following materials:

a. 31 written experience reports by Ic personnel (12), Abwehr

personnel (6), military attache's (6), Ic interpreters (5), radio

intelligence (2).

The attempt was made to obtain statements from persons of the

most varied ranks and positions.

b. Oral statements by pertinent persons during and after captivity.

L

c	 experiences	 writer. The personal eeriences of the 	 of this study gained

in 10 1/2 years of captivity in the USSR.

*070,00YR''.`64S444-'it*N-NlititiaSiCV.41**34F-NTMWti-fi0,..9.9145,MWRir-MfigVPRRFAXIT:.:::1?)Miteml4

3. The following must be considered in the evaluation of the material:

The experiences date back many years, some of them more than 10

years. The recollections are no longer clear and some interesting

'
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details may thus have remained unmentioned in the report. Ndt all of

the persons questioned. have had the time to write extensive reports.

Some have limited themselves to highly condensed replies to the questions

submitted by regarding the latter as a "questionnaire" and thus re-

frained from giving detailed descriptions. Thus while the questions
Appe_y‘etiw

(see Nneboupow2) may have misledcTsome of the persons regrettably to

limit themselves, they did make certain, on the other hand, that the

essential points were discussed at all and that OMR experiences rather

than adventures were described.

Another fact to be remembered is that most of the experience re-

ports come from prisoners of the capitulation period and not from

persons captured during the war. There is no doubt, however, that the

situations of prisoners, especially of persons knowledgeable of classi-

fied information, during and after the war differ in many respects.

Another point to be emphasized is that this report deals with

positivematerial only, i.e., statements of persons who have at least

tried not to fail. Whenever this may have been the case, they will,
e.,

of course, not have mentioned it. There A however, no "negative" reports

whatever, i.e., reports of such persons who had completely succumbed to

Soviet influence or pressure. These persons (e.g., former Major General

BAMLER!) are eitheriin East Germany or for Obvious reasons unavailable

for questioning.

Nevertheless, this writer considers the basic material tufficient

in extent and value for the purpose of this study.

t.491



Li . Attention is called to the fact that in this study only the ex-

periences of captured Wehrmacht personnel (officers, enlisted men,

specialists) have been processed. Consequently, the attempted con-

clusion can apply only to this type of personnel. To agents, who are

subject to entirely different personal and legal conditions, these

conclusions are not applicable or only in highly modified form. On the

other hand, they do apply to a great extent also to civil servants and

career employees.

•



A. E1TERIENCES

I.	 Basic Information 

1. Information on the Soviet Union was exceedingly low and dis-

seminated in the German Wehrmacht to an entirely insufficient degree.

The war years changed the situation very little. There was insufficient

knowledge even of the geographic and climatic conditions of the huge

land mass, the peculiarities of the multination state, the role of the

Great Russians in this state, the history and culture of the country;

even greater by far was the ignorance of the Russian character, the

mentality of the "Soviet man," the structure of the government and the

economy, and especially of the political system, its ideological founda-

tions and effects.

Hardly any officer knew the Russian language. Even rarer was

the knowledge of Marxism-Leninism, dialectical and historical materialism,

bolshevik aims and terminology, political literature (even merely CPSU

history), the role of the judicial system in the bolshevik state, etc.

The majority of the officers in such services as Ic and Abwehr

was not excepted from this ignorance. The corps of interpreters

(primarily Belts and ethnic Germans), hurriedly collected for the

campaign, was better informed, but not carefully s6lected personnel-

wise.

The persons questioned have repeatedly regretted the ignorance

with which they got into captivity, and pointed out ho7444,L22442x..p.p....,

many things would have been for them how much better they would have

c„
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acted, if only they had known more

2. The instruction given the German soldiers on their conduct

as prisoners was entirely insufficient ("The German soldier does not

get captured!"). Persons knowledgeable of classified information

usually had no special instructions for the event of their capture.

3. The cover for Abwehr personnel was inadequate. For example,

instead of their unit designations, only the APO numbers were

entered in their service record books. This was no cover,

conspicuous to friend and foe.

4. Lists of especially endangered ersons were drawn up,

who were not to be allowed to fall into Soviet hands. But under

pressure of events or in application of military concepts of honor

("the commander does not leave his troops" etc.), such persons were

frequently prevented from evacUlating critical positions, flying

of
outAencircled areas, or evading capitulation in the East. Thus,

the common Wehrmacht practice of alternating staff and front assign-

ments enabled the Soviets to capture, merely from among the division

chiefs of Amt Ausl/Abwehr, Generals BAMLER, von BENTVEGNI, PTEKENBROK,

and Colonel GROSSKURTH, half of them still during the war! The same

applies to chiefs and group leaders of the departments of Foreign

Armies, Ic Supreme Command Authorities, including those of the

Wehrmacht Operations Staff, numerous military attaches, Abwehr officers,

entire Abwehr units, etc. For no pressing reason, key figures of



the enemy information and Abwehr services were exposed to Soviet

capture.

S. The distinctive features of war captivity in the Soviet Union,

which differentiate if from that in Western countries, form the broad

framework for the experiences of the pertinent personnel examined in

this report. They must therefore be stated initially:

a. Not all prisoners of war were kept under Soviet armed

forces control, but under that of the Interior Ministry (MVD) and its

organs trained in political police and CI operations (comparable

perhaps with GESTAPO/SD/SS guard units).

b. Not bound by international agreements on the treatment of

prisoners of war. Therefore no neutral protective power, no interven-

tion by the international Red Cross, etc.

c. Extremely rigorous living conditions regarding food,

housing, medical care, etc. Further aggravation due to climate and

conditions of the country. Hunger a constant condition, standard

rations below minimum even after mass deaths.

d. Ruthless exploitation of labor. 	 Compulsory labor also

for officers up to and including captC010, staff officers pressured to

perform "voluntary" labor.

e. Years of interrupted- postal communication with home.

f. Relentless Communist political influencing by special

organizations (National Committee, Officer League, Antifa), training

of cadres (Antifa schools) mass and individual influencing.

5



g. Mass trials of war criminals, i.e., engagement of the 

judiciary, in order to retain for several more years about 20,000

prisoners of war as political hostages or as personnel potentially

dangerous to bolshevism.

h. A nearly unceasing interrogation activity covering any

possible subject.

The Capture 

1. The mere fact of having been captured by the Soviets had the

effect of a shock on the German soldier. He suddenly saw himself in

the power of an enemy of whom he knew very little, but whom he thought

capable of any arbitrary act or violence. Frequently his resistance

had bben weakened; physically, by previous privations (STALINGRAD and

other encircled areas), hardships and wounds; or psychologically,,by

recent defeats, the collapse of Germany, disillusionment by National

Socialism, etc. In the case of Ic and Abwehr personnel, there was

moreover the justified fear that the Soviets would consider them

especially interesting and dangerous.

Following are the possible dangers of the first shock due to

capture:

In the event of a Ear reception (as expected) by the
enemy (threats, etc.), the conclusion was: all is lost now, I am at

their mercy, desperation, i.e., surrender of the will to resist;
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In the event of initially good treatment (unexpected), the

conclusion was: things are not so bad after all ("everything was just

propaganda"), relaxation, gullibility, and thus likewise surrender of

the will to resist.

Indeed, the first treatment by the enemy was entirely unpre-

dictable and ranged from abuse and insult to correct conduct, offers of

meals, good medical care, etc.

2. Usually, Ic/A0 personnel were immediately separated from the

other prisoners; the officers were taken to Division, Corps or, depending

on their importance, Front Headquarters, where they were interrOgated by

the pertinent Intelligence or MVD organs. These interrogations were

usually short and covered only personal identification, the combat

actions just concluded, and the organization of the Ic service in the

various German headquarters. One general had his first interrogation

in 1944 by the then brigadier general and chief political officer in

the headquarters of the Ukrainian Front, Nikita KHRUSITCHFV.

3. Persons of real interest were very soon tranferred to Moscow --

almost always by air -- where they were kept in prison for further

processing. Some remained in Moscow prisons uninterruptedly 2-8 years,

others were released sooner, but returned for several months after long

stays in various camps (some of them several times). In the beginning,

all generals came first of all to Moscow prisons as a matter of principle;



after the capitulation, also Camp 27 (KRASNOGORSK) near Moscow was used

as an auxiliary for this purpose, because the prisons were overcrowded.

III. Forms of Imprisonment 

1. Prison

The Soviets were proud of the fact that their courts were not giving

prison sentences. Thus all prisons were used only for investigative

purposes or to hold convicted persons until their evacOiation to punitive

camps. The exceptions from this procedure were very few. Especially

important persons, however, were retained in prison even after conviction,

and their sentence was chgnged accordingly by special orders. Thus, the
Abw et

key figures of the German Ic, upaitheme, and Foreign Services served their

sentences in VLADIMIR Prison (also Field Marshals von KLEIST and SCH6RNER,

German diplomats, etc.). During the investigative custody, the prisoners

were generally kept in individual or small cells, after conviction in

community cells holding sometimes numerous prisoners.

Political and criminal prisoners were not always separated; but

during the final years there generally was such separation. Political

prisoners, especially the non-Russians (Estonians, Latvians, Jews,

Asians, etc.), were generally decent and helpful toward the Germans

and other foreigners. In the case of the criminals, One could arrange
baaratle

a meseinthilsir modus vivendi if one respected their rules, especially

avoid being suspected of informing, but without making common cause

with them -, best by pleading one's status as foreigner.

,
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The prison reception procedure was extremely tedious. The

prisoner came into a waiting room, along whose walls there were small

closetlika cells, the size of telephone booths, furnished only with

a wall bench. In such a cell, the prisoner had to wait -- frequently

many hours -- for his registration, thorough baggage and body search,

medical examination, possible vaccination, confiscation of valuables,

etc. One high-ranking German officer thought his stay in such a cell

was to prepare him for his execution, that in this cell he would be

shot in the back of the head! Others had to go through these recep-

tion and dismissal measures daily for several weeks, because they

were transferred to another prison for interrogation.	 In one case,

a prisoner spent a 48-hour weekend in such a "waiting closet." This

was obviously no longer a matter of Russian formalism, but one of

consciously wearing down the victims, who were treated in this manner

20 hours daily including interrogation and completely deprived of

sleep.

The prisons were constructed and guarded in such a manner as

to make any escape attempt seem impossible. Neither were there any

rumors of such attempts. All personnel within the prisons were unarmed;

the stronger, however, were the external security measures, e;g.,

machine guns, searchlights, etc., on the towers.

The treatment was strictly regulated by the "regime," supervised

by a special regime officer. All cells werekightly illuminated;

when sleeping, investigative prisoners were not permitted to cover



their hands and faces (suicide prevention). Reveille, 0500-0600 hours;

taps, 2200 hours; meals were scheduled on time. During the day,

prisoners were not permitted to lie down, Twice a day, the cell mates

were led to the	 latrine in 'formation; washing facilities were also

there. Each cell also had an emergency latrine bucket, which the

inmates had to empty and clean. The prisoners were permitted a half-

hour open-air walk daily. For this purpose there were special yards,

divided by high walls. Each yard section accommodated chly the inmates

of one cell, regardless whether they numbered one single man or 30.

They were guarded from the towers and overpasses, which gave the guards

a view of the yards. Indeed, careful arrangements were made to prevent

the prisoners from meeting with each other. When guiding prisoners, the

guards announced this fact by giving a knocking signal with the keys.

If an encounter was still unavoidable, one prisoner was placed with

his face to the wall or behind a partition set up for this purpose

along the corridors, until the other prisoner had passed by. Outside

the cell, the prisoner had to keep his hands on his back (ruki nazad:).

The nutrition was below minimum standards. The rations remained

unchanged until 1955 (450 grams of bread, 17 grams of sugar, 500 grams

of watery soup with fish or cabbage, 250 grams of porridge). Once or

twice a week, the average prisoner was permitted to receive from his
te.rv,s	 trez.As	 L'ilds

relatives food pacatiglt9-(peredacha . w ich were turned over to him in

his cell after a thorough examination. If a prisoner had rubles taken

from him, he was credited with them and enabled to buy for this money

L



food and tobacco from the prison store.	 The prisoner customarily

had to share some of his peredacha with his cell mates; he particularly

had to offer some tobacco. Smoking was permitted, as in the USSR

tobacco and makhorka were considered food items. The floor guard was

obligid to give the prisoners a light!

The Germans were especially exposed to hunger, as they had no

peredacha, money and -- except for the final period -- no packages.

At the standard rations, any length of time spent in the prisons could

hardly be imagined without any injuries to health. Medical personnel

(physician, very often a woman; medical technician) made daily rounds

of the prison. Prisoners with a fever were taken to the prison

hospital. To obtain dental care, the prisoner had to report.

Every ten days, the prisoners were taken by cell to bathe (warm

showers). At the same time, clean clothes were issued, and the whole

body clipped of hair. As there was no shaving, an unpleasant stubbly

beard always remained. While the prisoners were bathing or taking

walks, the cells were often searched thoroughly for such prohibited

items as knives, pencils; the whole cell was then turned upside down.

Thorough body searches ("delousings") were frequent.
dowy,itloes,

Chess games (every Russian plays Chess), also ailajigamw, were

issued to the cells upon request, as well as needle and thread for

mending. The prison libraries contained, in addition to the usual,

political literature, also works by such Russian authors as PUSHKIN,

TOLSTOI, CHEKHOV, TURGENEV, or GORKI, and by more recent Communist

writers. The German writers were represented, if at all, always by



by Heinrich HEINE, more rarely by GOETHE or SCHILLER. The books were

exchanged at the cells approximately every two weeks.

Any prisoner could also request pen and paper to write petitions 

and complaints to the courts, the authorities, Party offices,

ministries, or the Supreme Soviet.

Every prison WOunder the supervision of a public prosecutor

(Prokuror), who made the rounds of the cells at intervals of several

months -- if at all -- and listened to complaints.

Very important was the making of contact among the prisoners by

a simple alphabetic knocking signal and by slips of paper which were

posted in the latrines, thrown over the walls of the yards while

taking walks, etc. Personal and factual news (e.g., reintroduction of

the death sentence for certain crimes) were thus spread despite all

countermeasures. There was a constant contest between the experience

of the prison personnel and the inventiveness of the prisoners.

Offenses against the regime, i.e., against the prison regulations,

were punished by solitary confinement. In the basement or underneath

the roof there were narrow solitary cells, sometimes made of iron rods
es).

outer garments were taken from the prisoner, there was

no place to sit during the day, the rations were only bread and water,
garylts,

all privileges (e.g., reading, 4R 11ut, peredacha) were withdrawn. Any

length of time spent in this type of confinement would ruin even the

most robust person.

/6
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Other severities, intended not for the Maintenance of discipline

but as part of the interrogation method, will be discussed later.

The most notorious prisons in , Moscow were as follows: LUBYANKA,

BUTYRSKAYA, LEFORTOVSKAYA, MATROSKAYA, SREDENSKAYA, LEPREZHNYA. Of

these, the most important were LUBYANKA, simultaneously the headquarters

of the Soviet CI, and BUTYRSKAYA.

In conclusion, one may state the following: anyone whom the

Soviets considered really interesting or important sooner or later

arrived in one of these Moscow prisons. By experience, a stay there

lasted at least 6 months; if the interrogations were still not concluded,

a new arrest warrant was apparently issued for 6 months.

A stay in prison severely taxed the physical and psychological

powers of resistance of the Germans, in particular, and of cultured

West Europeans, in general.

Imprisonment is no shame in the USSR. Therefore the prisoner may
ka.lp.

sometimes find unexpected i3s21?;	 A frequent aggravation was the

indifference of the personnel who, because of laziness, might shorten

or cancel the walks, fail to lead the prisoners to the latrine, etc.

Prison life centered on the food dish and the latrine. A man

could endure this life for a fairly long time, if he had no illusions

about it and made every effort to maintain his mental and physical

health.

Prisons in small provincial towns, especially the basement prisons

of MND ministries in the Soviet Republics or of MVD district headquarters,

,	 -
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were often feared even more than the large Moscow or Leningrad prisons,

where there ,Jas at least more order and cleanliness.

2. Prisonel . -of-War Camp

Interrogated prisoners were sent to POW camps, unless they were

immediately sent to Moscow prisons or dragged through MVD basements

and prisons in the Soviet occupation zone. But even in the POW camps,

they were frequently isolated. Thus, for example, the reception camp

of TABOR, Czechoslovakia, had a special section in 1945 which comprised

about 30 officers, specialists, and enlisted men of the Ic and Abwehr

service.

Others were under so-called "zone restriction" in the camps, i.e.,

they had no permission to leave the camp even on work details. A radio

intelligence man reported that he had been under zone restriction for

3 years.

Life in POW camps is known from numerous descriptions. Let us

therefore point out only the following:

The camps were well guarded by MI/D troops, and surrounded by wire

fences and watch towers. Nevertheless, merely the labor conditions

provided many opportunities for escape. Experience has shown that

escapees conducting themselves skillfully and having sufficient knowl-

edge of the language could, under fortunate circumstances, move over
fiekTly

great distances in the Soviet Union for a long time. -41-smarralways

impossible, however, was the crossing of the borders with their evacuated

tamatopiea death zones, and other known security measures. The 04
wiwylvww:.
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recaptured escapees were then left to the mercies of the guard personnel,

who had got into trouble because of the former.

Until 1945, the Soviets assigned officer POW's as camp foremen,

etc. After 1.945, the officers were removed from such assignments;

the jobs of camp foremen, battalion, company, and labor brigade leaders

as well as barracks foremen were then given to "activists" or such

persons whom the Soviets believed they could trust. These German,

Austrian, Hungarian, and Rumanian functionaries frequently aggravated

the lives of the POW's more than did the Soviets. The jobs of "runner"

for commissars and of guarding the solitary confinements were often

given to deserters, veteran Communists, etc. In several camps there

Were even guard platoons made up of POW's, who guarded their comrades

during their work details. In contrast to the above-mentioned zone

restriction, passes (propuski) were issue to individual especially

"trustworthy" prisoners or to important specialists, authorizing them

to leave the camp without escort.

Greatest caution was advised against all persons holding camp jobs

and against all POW's enjoying any kind of privilege!

Each camp had a "penal platoon" used for disciplinary measures,

but frequently also for reception of certain categories of POW's, e.g.,

SS and police personnel, but also Ic/A0 and General Staff officers --

in short, the platoon served to isolate undesirable and suspicious

persons. The penal platoon was quartered separately, often separated

from the other quarters by a wire fence and guarded by an interior
bexitr y.

4mm1ot=m9c.
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For disciplinary punishment, but especially for the holding , of

POW's who were being or were to be interrogated, solitary confinement 

cells were used. These consisted usually of most primitive earth or

concrete bunkers, at times without any heating, often half below ground,

but always separated by special fencing and under special guard.

Accommdation in such "bunkers" was frequently much worse than that

in jail. During periods of mass interrogations and convictions, these

cells did not suffice and some camps converted whole barracks into

auxiliary prisons.

The POW camps were distributed over the entire country, heavily

concentrated in the development regions. Several camps were under one

main administration; the larger camps frequently had auxiliary or

external camps, depending on the work assignments.

There were exclusive officer camps and staff officer camps.

Not everywhere, however, was the separation strictly adhered to.

Some camps had officer companies or at least an officer platoon in

addition to others; some individual officers were probably in all

camps.

A special position was held by Camp KBASNOGORSK (27) which,

because of its proximity to Moscow, served as a place of custody

for all prisoners whom the Moscow authorities wanted readily available.

There were aliens of all kinds, some of them isolated in a special

section of the camp; there were POW's who had come from or were to

go to Moscow prisons or who were of interest for political or other

reasons. There was also an Antifa school. Such schools, however,

2c



Somereports have mentioned CHESKAZGAN (KAZAKHSTAN) as a
p010.1
4Mmaitu . camp, and ShOBA (KAZAN area) as a regime camp.

were also located in various other camps. Their purpose was to train

cadre personnel for the Antifa Committees, which every camp had, and

moreover for future assignments in Germany.

Camp LUNOVO (20?), also near Moscow, was the headquarters of the

notorious officer league (LATTMANN and SIEIDLE etc.). Camp VOYKOVO

(48) held only generals. There were, moreover, "regime camps," which

collected such undesirables as SS and police members, recaptured equyte.s,

iambs, persons politically denounced by rFree Germany" or "Antifa,"

or POW's potentially dangerous because of theit influence upon their

comrades. In this camp, regulations (regime) and guarding were

stricter, but the treatment not necessarily worse.

This, however, was the case in the penoiand Sileattamps. 

Composition of inmates was about the same as in the regime camp.

But the work and living conditions were especially se7iVere; there

tnaa
was no—mmal or other services.

3. Rehabilitation Labor Camps 

In tMse USSR camps, both criminal and political convicts served

their sentences.

These camps were characterized by the terrorism exerted by the

large secret organizations of the criminals. The Soviets were un-

able to cope wit+hese organizations. Only after 1950 were vigorous

measures said to have been taken. Since SULIN's death, the separation

42-



between political and criminal convicts has allegedly become the

rule in thdse camps. (?)

These labor camps are located primarily in the northern:most

areas of the Soviet Union. Almost all the convicted German POW's
io

were sentAthe VORKUTA area. (nouthwest of the Urals, north of the

Artic Circle).

fr•
Their lot was extremely difficult, working under servertset

climatic conditions, in small groups or singly among Soviet

criminals, cut off from all contact. The food radjkions were similar

to those in the POW camps, but graduated accoding to work performance

in different "kettles"; the lowest kettle, far below the barest sub-

sistence level, was reserved for those prisoners who failed to fill

their quotas or just barely did so. Also the organization and guard
ftnal	 Lk) 6-5	 I-

system of theAftmw campswesee similiar to t6ose of the POW camps,

except that the guarding and the regime were far more severe and

the forced labor even more relentless.(fortryle4

Aeltreatments by the "brigade-mg " (igammoome-of from among the

convicts) were the daily rule.

After conviction there was no longer any differentiation accord-
raticy, S.

ing to rank regarding rftedumm and labor duty, as was the case in the

POW camps.

In summer 1949 there was a suspension of the deportations of the

convicted German POW's to VORKUTA. During 1950, the Gelmans already

there were gradually transfeTd to theikamim camps especially set up



for convicted POW's after the mass convictions around the turn of

1949-1950. There were finally three main groups of such camps,

the Urals (SVERDLOVSK and further West), in STALINGRAD,

and in the UKRAINE.

These camps differed from the other rehabilitation labor camps
rat;o hs	 (ho

only by a few relaxations, e.g. standard POW-aasiatsts for aiirkettles"

syste normal blaircuts, better work conditions (mostly construction

work, no below-ground work). The clever pay system continued to be

the main work incentive. The greatest improvements were the separation

from the Russian criminals and the better climatic conditions.

The subsequent food package supply from home, however, was the

really tHE decisive factor which prevented further decimation of the

Pot6.

Each labor camp was surrounded by a "zone" consisting of a double

wood or barbed-wire fence 3 meters high, on both sides of which 5 metem
1,00-re,

of ground eachtjaked and agaii fenced off by barbed wire 1.50 meters

high. On occasion, trip-wire entanglements were set up on the outside.

Tin cans were attached to the wire to serve as rattles; dogs on running

wires were used at night at spots difficult to observe. Watchtowers

at the corners and at intervals of about 100 meters were occupied by

Sentries with machine guns and signal pistols and by search:lights.

The entire zone was electrically illuminated at night. Anyone approach-

ing the zone was fired at. Just as strict was the guarding of the labor

details on their way from and to work, i.e.,by very large numbers of



escorts armed with submachine guns and, in the case of larger details,

also by dogs. Every work Site was surrounded by a zone with watch-

towers similtpx to the camps.

In the convict camps there were no "Antifa Committees", "AKTIVS"

and no political activity.

4. eamip Transports 

The Pow transports, sometimes taking weeks, in overf:crowed

freight cars, with insufficient food, water, and heat, have caused a

great number of deaths. Thus, a transport of starf officers 'roil'

BRESLAU tO KARELIA reportedly experienced an almost 50 pereent loss.
the,

There have been similtar reports of transports to4CAUCABUS.

But even later, transports continued to be feared.

POW's traveled singly or in small groups also in regular trains

under guard. On the other hand, convicts on the way to or from
Po Ws

prison were always transported in prison cars, while -pa= who were

not convicted were frequently transported in tilts manner. Such

prison cars were seen attached to almost every long-distance train.

These prison cars Ccolloquially called "STOLYPIN" after their in-

ventor, the Russian minister after the 1905 Revolution) lobX like

a German express car, except that the windows toward the outside are

r
bavd and not transparent, while the windows and doors toward the

corridor are ba;pd. In addition to the compartments for the prisoners,

the cars have a larger compartment for the escorts, a kitchen (only

•



for the ericorts), and a sleeping compartment for the commanding
ais

officer. Subh cars areA parked in the railroad stations as standing

jails for changing and waiting transports. Tightness, lack of air,

thirst, inability to go the latrine can make such transports a tor-

ture.

Large transports of convicts were carried in trains with locked

freight cars. They were provided with a wooden latrine gutter and,

in the winter, with a small potbelly stove. Severe cold in the

winter, unbearable heat in the summer were the normal op nditions in the

over2browddd cars. On top of them there were improvised guard post

with machine guns, search—lights, and telephone. At every station,

the cars were tested for loose planks @hocking with wooden mallets).

At least three tines daily, the inmates were counted, at which time
Ra.tioms

the car interior was also examined. Ellaboest on transports were hardtack,

salted fish, and water; on large transports, soup would sometimes be 1

added.

The large transports were made up, rearranged, and distributed

in the transit prisons (peresylka). There were washing facilities and

warm food, essential during weeks of transportation.

Even today, eonvict. transports are still referrdd to as "etap"

("going on etap" etc.) after the peimanent stops alongcthe former

march toute to Siberia.

Transportation from prison to railroad, to interrogation, or to

court was by means of prison automobiles (called "Green Minna" in



Germany, "Black Ravf41 11 ' in the USSR) hey had no windows and were

always over:crowded. If a prisoner had been fortunate enough not to

have met with any Russian criminals before, he might then have that

experience and lase everything he was carrying on his person.

Transportat1.011.4to work as also by 11 means of regular trucks. The

prisoners had to sit on the bare floor, backs toward travel direction,

crowded in, and were not permitted to place their hands on the sideboards.
rmed

Behind them, theih backs to the cab, arliti guards were standing, separated

from the prisoners by a wooden trellis,

The escort personnel for railroad transports were assigned by the

Mt) transport regiments. Every military district apparently has such

an MVD transport regiment.

IV. Organization 

Only very few otganizational data halikbeen obtained from the prisoners.

1. The key organization of the Soviet "Cl" (BAZVEDKA) was as dif-

ficult to ascertain as the delimitation of responsibilitiesbetween MVD

and MGB (now KGB), on the one hand, and between the latter and the in-

telligence collection service, on the other. All the prisoner had to

know was that he was confronted by trained state security functionaries

and that IS, reconnaissance of all types, CI, etc., were closely

coro±dinated. The headquarters of the secret service was located in the

LUBYANKA, where it had many subdivisions, and in extensive off iceS. There

the more important interrogations took place.

,•



The following key functionaries were observed in the BUBYANNA:

ABAKUP1OV, Minister for State Security; the Generals for State

Security KOBULEV, PETEOV, LEONOV (Air Force affairs ?); the Colonels

GARGADZE (alias GOGLIDZE, alias BABBAROV), DR SAVEL I YEV, SION,

SCHWEITZER; and Lieutenant Colonel WEINDOEF. Of these, at least

ABAKURDV I KOBULEV, LEONOV, GARGADZE, and WEINDOBF have become victims

of the BERM purge. Dr SAVEL'YEV and SCHWEITZER claimed to have

studied criminal psychology in Germany. The former had once said:

"I have grown old in this house." In 1947, also the writer Illya

EBENBUBG, who held the rank of an NVD Major general M I had an office

in the LUBYANKA.

2. The Intelligence Collection Service must have been closely

connected with the /,]VD, at least during the war. Prisoners were On-

countering MO offifters even in the higher headquarters ab the front.

One MVD Captain, when sitting on a tribunal, stated that he had been the

G-2 of a division during the war. EVD units took over the prisoners

close to the front.

There were three essential differences between the Soviet In-

telligence Collection Service and the Germail It. Service:

A. concentration on commitment of numerous agents at the expense
moh;torilli)

of such other services as Vyadio 4/1004100041561S, both in application and

evaluation.

B. commitment of agents by the Intelligence Collection Service



no
itself,mftaeraclear-cut division of responsibilities between this

service and CI as in Germany. Even ADivision G-2 had his own

"reconnai4ance" unit. One G-2 bragged that he had personally

spent days behind the German lines.

C. surv011ance of own troop and their leaders was
*1,e,

apparentlyAresponsibility of the Soviet G-2. Time and again,
&boat-

therefore; the Soviets asked Geiman 16 personnelA who was responsible

for keeping under surveillance the commander-in-chief, commanding

officers, the Chief of Staff and his personnel, and other officers.

The reply that in Gelmany there was no such surveillance was always

received with the same incredulous amazement or with such counter-

questions as: "But what if the commander is collaborating with the

enemy?"

3. MVD and KGB "assistants," as they are officially called,

have been holding officer grades and wearing corresponding rank

insignia (since 1937?). One must not be deceived, however, into

believing them to be "officers" in the Western sense or even in the

Soviet Army senseQ They are far removed from this military thinking

or the concepts of an officer. In their case theta can be no under-

standing as among soldiers ! They could be recognized by their

blue paps or piping (green for Border MVD ); they were frequently

still refewd to as "nommissOxs" by the Russians and as "Blue Ones"bj
the, G. ex-eno-ns.

4. The MV]) troops are organizationally adapted to the militamy

districts of the Soviet limy.
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tz• j;	 L..

Each military district has a commander of .ilVD troops, who is in

charge of guard;. transporb escort,_ and reserve regiments.

The MVD troops ha their own courtfrmartial. Their jur-

isdiction extended also to the POW's.

The soldies of the NVD units were more carefully screened
pciiot

politic	 and-pavoi-considerably better than those of the Soviet

Army.

5. The observation is important that MV]), like all other

Soviet inatitutions„ is run as a dUiPa.1 organization, comprising

the administrative andA operational branch. The administrattve

branch has only such administrative and housekeeping responsibilities
Mk Oils,

as food zeteetedia-e, lodging, work assignmant, exterior order; the

operational branch, on the other hand, is responsible for surveillance

of any kind; defense against sabotage and espionage; prevention of

cell formation, resistance groups, escape attempts, and corruption;

for political orientation, willingness to work, moralesand for the

execution of interrogations. The operational branch polices not

only the prisoners, but certainly also the Soviet organs.

The employees of the Operational branch are the real masters

of every prison and camp. Theircotders have priority over all others.

The operational branch alone decides the true fate of the prisoners.

In addition to the operational "officers," there were in the camps

politofficers and politinstructors responsible for the political

r
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indoctrination and propaganda. Some of the politinstructors were

German and Austrian emigrants. The politofficers were sub-

ordinate to the operational branch or at least completely dependent

on it.

The work of the operational branch was secret, one may say

clandestine. Its offices, in the camps were provided, like foxce
hurr0 WS,
-1sammagias, with various entrances and exits; the interrogation rooms

had padded double doors. To assist it in its mission, the operational

branch maintains an extensive network of informers.

6. The informer system is of special sirtnificance throughout

the Soviet system. It is taken for granted and it is not considered

quite as dishonorable for either partner as in other countries. In

the camps, the main bases of operation for informers were such

public institutions as the barber shop, dispensary: kitchen, clothes

warehouse, library, because much could be heard there and because

these places enabled bothprisoners and Soviet personnel to enter

unobtrusively. These were also the contact points where written

messages could be droppped , an:.action that would be too suspicious

at the guard post.

There were informers among prisoners of all ranks; eduational

levels, and ages,.

cell.. A prisoner
Wk;

mate wits to serve

Their piesence had to be assumdd in every px:ison
Solitco.v

in se3sE4A5r-confirpent would suddenly get a cell-.

as a unasedka" (brad hen ) . In the canps,



the informers came primarily of course from among the activists

and Antifa members. The commiS , sars„ however, made efforts to

obtain also "unmarked," less conspicaous informers and agents

provocateurs. The Antifa committees also gave written evaluations

of a11 camp inmates, which then had a bearing on the latters i return

home or conviction. These comtittees were especially active in

exposing persons under cover.

Russians are so accustomed to the informer system that they

will never speak frealy in the presence of third persons. Thc

guard, for oxamplo, with whom ono wasuct talking,

rContinued on next page]
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The guard, for example, with whom one was just talkino.:, would immediately

be silent when one of his comrades would be approaching; or another,

who had done a small favor for a prisoner, would immediately he especially

rude as soon as a third person was approaching.

Informers could occassionally be recognized by their questions

or by their allowances (food, cigarettes, better clothing). One could

also find them out by giving them certain untrue information, which the

commissar would then promptly bring up during the next interrogation.

Usually it was expedient not to let the informer know that he had been

recognized. In certain cases, one could utaize the informer as a mouth-

piece aimed at the commissars.

Main Experience: nobody is to be trusted, even if he is a former

acquaintance, without renewed testing and checking.
cauA-ion

Particular --peazit;iman is advised toward any newly arriving cell-.

CILLAA-;&,1 	 lowart
and roommates. Enmkthart also-taught4 persons who complaintc much and too

loudly about the Soviets!

Technical listening devices were also allegedly used. In no case,

however, were they reported as. proved.

V. Soviet Mentality 

The experiences with Soviet behavioral and thinking patterns were

as important for the prisoner's conduct during interrogations as for his

relations with Soviet administrative and guard personnel and with Russian
eqiikAy

fellow prisoners. Enduring and surviving the amilikkeloky depend considerably

on understanding the Russian mentality.

CONFIDENTIAL
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These experiences cannot be described here, but shall be touched 

on

to indicate in which categories they Abeen obtained.

1. The "Soviet man" exists only in Soviet propganda. The many

nationalities in the Soviet Union still retain their own characteristics.

The Great Russsians continue to be the decisive nationality. The small

nations and Asians frequently feel discriminated against by the Great

Russians. For example, escorts complained about discrimination in promotions

because they were Asians.

a
The Russian is not subhuman (Nazi propenda), but his Slavic

character showing Asian influences makes him quite different tirseist from the

Western European.

To the frugal, tough Russian, many things that the Western European

feels to be a hardship seem entirely bearable.

2. The Russian likes to speak of his "expansive soul" (shirokaya

natura, literally: expansive, broad nature). In it there is room for

everything, and the contrastslie side by side, e.g., hatred and helpfuJihess,

eTh	 ckAtklke.
cruellty and a certain leizelET good-naturedness, a tendency toward formalism--

and bureaucracy as well as an absolute talent for improvisation, inurement

to hard displine and an inclination toward sloppiness, national pride and

inferiority complex. The unquotable vocabulary of popularrRussian curses

is matched by a pronounced prudery in other matters, and the frequently

rude behavior by a great sensitivity.
c

These numerous contradi tions make the Russian-often unpredidilable -A

by Western '6tandards.

CONFIDENTIAL
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3. The concert of time is Asian ( 4A thousand verst is no distanCCia

thousand days no time "Tomorrow" may mean inkmonth, perhaps later or

never. This can drive the impatient West European to distraotion.
eo,Aph (Ls 6._e_el

On the other hand, every order is custom8rily-am44.by "davay,

davay, bystro!" (Let's go, quick).

4. Every Russian lies (GORKI: "a Russian without lies is like a rooster

without feathers!"). He lies because of politeness, compassion, wickidness,

and cJculation or even merely out of habit.

"Skoro domoy" (going home soon) was the slogan everywhere time and

6again, and the more so the less the chances. Favorable rumors were diwminated,

in order to reduce any desire for escape or resistance. Evacuation to prison

was explained by: "to another camp" or "to the hospital," even if no one

could be convinced. In prison, one commissar said: "You have been transfered

here as a big criminal and you will never again get out of here." Minutes

later, another commissar would say to the same prisoner: 14 are sorry to

keep you here, but the Moscow Hotels are filled. We only have a few questions

for you, then you are free again!" A definity concluded interrogation will

nevertheless be ended with the sentence: "We will continue tomorrow."

Promises are always lies, and so are fortunately most threats.

The Russian dislikes very much to answer yes or no even to

the simplest questions. Instead he will say: "Zaftra budet" (it will

be tomorrow, which is the equivalent of no!) or "posmotrim" (we will see)

or "write a petition" and so on.

The ambiguous term "nichevo" (it does not matter, never mind, etc.)

is still in great use on many occasions. Only if one can adopt a "nichevo"

attitude himself to a certain degree, will one be able to cope with the

Russian character.	

CONFIDENTIAL
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On the whole, the lesson derived from the Russian mentality is

as follows: nothing in the Soviet Union is quite as bad as feared, nothing

quite as good as hoped for.

5. The Bolshivist system has now been in existence long enough, so

that even non-Communists, indeed opponents of the system, can think only
PartV

in Communist categories and speak only in tammtv terminology. The con-

vinced Communist (the commissar) considers all party arguments true and

cannot comprehend when they fail to have any effect.

There is general pride in the achievements of Soviet technology,

science and culture, as well as great sensitivity in this area. Toward

the educated West European there still remains simultaneously an inferiority

complex.

Patriotic thinking following the victorious war is rather under-

standable. Nevertheless there are malcontents, indeed enemies of the

system, even if an "opposition' is not noti4PDle. But any person com-

plaining about the system or the exploiting functionaries will make sure

to add that capitalists and Americans would of course be even worse.

6. It is very important to familiarize oneself with the Soviet

terminology and its constant change with every prevailing situation, other-

wise harmful, misunderstandings could result.
6Ye.exti

Examples: humanism . humaneness; kultura = civilization, gaggttgeg5

fascist = ami. non-Communists (from the Pope to the Social Democrats); just

and unjust mar; democracy = dictatorship of the proletariat; coexistence =

peacetime subversion; world peace . victory of the world revolution -- and

so forth.

CONFIDENTIAL
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VI.	 Interrogations

1. Periodically, certain interrogation waves were observed, for

example:

a. Biographic questionnaires for all prisoners. They contained

40-50 questions about social origin, family conditions, property, education,

civil and military history, foreign residences, etc. Frequently, supple-

mental personnal histories were later requested; in the case of some

prisoners, repeatedly at Intervals.

b. Interrogation on military experiences (tactics, organization,

technology). These questions had obviously been drawn_up by the Soviet

General Staff. Army officers (General Staff) were also present during such

interrogations. Thus the officer who interrogated one Ic about the

Ic Service was a lieutenant colonel, who expressly identified himself as

a General Staff officer of the Central General Staff.

c. Interrogations Obviously designed to procure material for the

Nuremberg Trials, e.g., German plans in Spain, the role of the German

General Staff at the time of Finland's entering the -war, activity of the

attache group (General Staff . criminal organization) etc.

d. In fall 1946, interest in military IS experiences against the 

Western "Allies" (Britain, France, US).

e. In 1947 (?), a wave of economic questions: foreign contacts

of large German firms, contacts of German concerns, industrial capacity,

by no means restricted to armaments.

f. The large, long enduring wave of interrogations to convict the

war criminals"; these interrogations determined first of all the victim's

"road through Russia." 

CONFIDENTIAL
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n. -u In 1953-1954, questions about persons of interest to the

"GEFFEN Organization"  or the Bundeswehr.

h. In 1955, political probing prior to return home.

For their own mental preparation, the prisoners had to gain timely 

recognition of such waves by mutual notification.

2. Interrogation Subjects 

a. Agents 

Throughout the years, this subject has continued to be the

most important for the Soviets. They have an absolute panic fear of traitors
owv1

and agents in theirAranks. The Soviets themselves obviously considered the

employment of agents the most essential means for intelligence collection.

Following are some pertinent questions:

What were the sources of the German military attaché in Moscow?

Which high-ranking Russians, ministers, generals, have worked

for you?

In which ministries have you had agents?

With what Soviet citizens did you become acquainted during

your peacetime travels in the Soviet Union?

What are the names of Soviet citizens who during the war

collaborated with German intelligence or military units?

Who was the agent "Max," where was he located?

"Wally" agents?

Later the interest shifted also to Western agents, possibly

in order to recruit them. Conse quently, military attaches who had been in

Western countries were repeatedly asked about agents, V-men, sources.

CONFIDENTIAL
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b. Organization, Assignments, and Operational Methods of the 

German Abwehr

The organization seemed to have been known in outline (Abwehr

I, II, III etc.) from the very beginning. Subsequently, the picture became

gradually completed by POW statements and captured material.. Thus one

Abwehr specialist was shown for conf6rmation an exact German Abwehr table

of organization with names of branch chiefs, group leaders, desk chiefs,

chiefs of Abwehr stations, etc. Another Abwehr officer was shown an

apparently correct list of cover names of prewar foreign V-men.

Other questions asked:

Which Abwehr officers do you know, who, like yourself, are in

Soviet captivity?

Do you know General BUSCH (Abwehr, Air)?

Questions about misleading missions, Secret Field Police,

Gestapo, contacts with foreign intelligence services, collaboration with

allied intelligence services (e.g., Hungary).

Which was the greatest espionage case that you have uncovered?

Questions about Abwehr II missions and depots set up, about

such technical data as secret inks and the method of making them legible.

c. Organization and Operation of the German Ic Service 

The basic aspects were of course known. Wrongly evaluating

the German organizational and operational methods by their own standards

(see also page 27 [of the German text], Section IV, 2), the Soviets were

unable to comprehend the following:

The delimitation between Abwehr and lc activities; the subordination

CONFIDENT IAL	 3
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of the Ic only under his own chief or commander.

They were not to be convinced that the superior of an Army Ic

was not the Ic of an Army Group, that the Army Ic was not the superior of

the Corps_ Ic, etc.

In general, the questions asked, over and over again, dealt

with agents. There was relatively little interest in the actual methods

used in compiling a picture of the enemy situation. Only few questions

were asked about such important reconnaissance means as radio interception,

artillery observation, etc.

d. Activity of Military Attaches, Organization and Missions of

Attache Group in OKH 

Following are some examples of questions asked:

Collaboration of military attaches with Abwehr? (the Soviets

did not believe that the service regulations did not specify any such

collaboration).

Reporting of military attach4s?

Their collaboration in the preparation of war?

Detachments of German officers to other armies and vice versa.

Special interest: what were the names of Red Army officers controlled by

you in Germany?

Participation of foreign officers in German manua.vers?

Public figures abroad, especially those considered,anti-

Soviet or for whose defamation material was needed. Political, economic,

mililitry questions about the host country. Contacts with other military

attaches, especially with the Soviet military attache.

CONFIDENTIAL
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All these cluestions, however, took second place to that about

aLrnts (see above).

e„ Foreign Travel 

Such travel, even if entirely private, was of the greatest

interest. Time and again, the questions were as follows:

What secret mission did you have?

On whose orders did you go there, who gave you the funds, to

whom did you report during and after your trip?

Truthful answers that the trip had been for recreation,

fa -.2m1E(8

di
 visit, or the like, were not believed. It was inconceivable for

the Soviets that anyone -- not to say an officer -- could use his leave

simply for a foreign trip without having an espionage or diversionary

mission. Thus one is forced to conclude that any Soviet citizen abroad

has a mission, if no other than occasionally demonstrating, as artist)

scienList„ or athlete, the harmlessness of the system.

[Continued on next page]
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f. GEBIEN Organization and Bundeswehr

Questions about persons:

Do you know GEB1EN, BUNTROCK, HEUSINGER„ SPEIDEL, MATZKY,

FORTSCH, von TIPPELSKIRCH, FETT, WESSEL, LAEGELER, von METNENTHIN,

von WANGEABEIM?

Evaluation?
was

(In one case when a POW refused to answer, he Atold: 10e may

discuss this without worry. METXRDTEIN and BUNTROCK are traitors who have

sold themselves to the Americans.")

What will GEHLEN do with you, when you come home now?

The purpose of these questions was obviously to obtain, on the

one hand, pertinent evaluationscf these persons and, on the other, material

against them which could be used in an attempt to prevent their further

military employment,

jg. Many interrogations were designed only as personal and political

probings, to ascertain moral; for mail evaluation or dissemination of rumors 

("slogans"), and maY'pe omitted in this report.

knetea_Ve.CS
3. Recruitment Andsmama

ttirn
Their-mist was to gain the following:

A. Collaborators for political purposes (National Committee, Officer

League, and their waratime subversive and propaganda activity, Antifa, "Peace"

movement, etc., after the war).



b. Informers for the duration of the caPitivity.

.1.tolt	 a
c. Agents for the	 captivity.

It goes without saying that successful recruitment under (a)

included utilization under (b) and (c). One must remember the "Antifascist

Oath," which Obligated the person to work for Communism anywhere and at

anytime. At least all the graduates of the Antifa schools took this oath.

The Soviets, however, were also anxious to gain persons who were

not politically marked and therefore recognizable from the very outset.

This eve ore so, the more they had to realize that the oveCWbelming majority

of prisoners continued to maintain a negative attitude tbward the exiertion

of political influence and toward the persons who had come under it.

The recruitment efforts under (a) became some -What less intense

after 1945 and the di glolution of the National Committee and the Officer

League. However, a politicaNyleagme negative attitude often could still

have such unpleasant consequences as solitary confirinent, the penal

platoon, the penal camp, unpleasant labor assignments, etc..

Attempts under (b) were made very frequently, but could be quickly

shaken off by taking a firm stand, which did not necessarily even result in

any unpleasant personal consequences.

The proceidure in this matter was generally rather primitive.
of h

Promises of better living conditions were made, but especiallyeaAfter release,

ecitqla
-tinalaa. with threats ("If you do not cooperate, you reveal yourself as an

coexcithz,
enemy of the Soviet Union, as a fast"), simmist measures, prosecution as

war criminal, etc.

Li&



Greater efforts were made in recruitment attempts under (a) and

especially (c).

Examples:

(1) Repeated attempts to recruit a Corps Ic (Reserve Officer)

in 1945 - 1946 to act as informer and collaborate in uncovering covert

SS officers; in return, the Ic was to be reunited with his family.

(2) One Division Ic (Reserve Officer) was given 32 days of

solitary confinement, because he refused to act as informer against covert

SS men.

(3) Recruitment for a mission in Egypt was attempted in the

case of a colonel (former Chief of the "Foreign Police Forces" branch in

the Prussian Interior Ministry), of whom the Soviets knew that he was well

informed about Egypt and that he spoke perfect English; the colonel was to

be repaid with an immediate return home. Be was not told the specifics of

the mission, but it was obviously directed against Britain (1949!).

(4) One Abwehr Iiiiitenant;- colonel (with

fluency in Russian) was promised in 1955 immediate release in Kirovograd,

if he were ready to become a German-language instructor (!) at the secondary

school and at the medical school. His wife CO would be able to join him

immediately at Soviet expense and would have a completely furnished apart-

ment at her disposal.

In August 1955, the same officer was requested in Vladimir

to make German-language broadcasts via radio Moscow against Adenauer and

the Americans. After several rejections be was requested to speak at a

press conference in Moscow. He would previously be informed of what he

was to say. Be rejected and three days later a very intelligent looking

I.



lieutenant colonel from Moscow told him that they wanted to help him.

First of all, he was to write to his wife (at that time in Leipzig) and

to his son (Cologne). He became curious and accepted. After he had

completed half of the letter, he was told what he was to add in German.

In both cases, it was somewhat as follows: "The bearer is an acquaintance

of mine from a camp. His words are my words. Do as be says, as this

is happening upon my request." When he refused to write, he was

threatened and given solitary confinement. However, threatened with

severest penalities should he ever mention the demand made on him, he

was transferred to a communal cell a few days later. He nevertheless

informed a few trustworthy comrades.

Futile recruitment attempts generally ended in the

prisoner's signing a pledge of silence under threat of punishment quoted

from an article of the Soviet Penal Code.

(5) Two Generals (chief of Abwehr branch and a military attache)

were enabled to correspond with their wives, in order to l yre the latter

to East Berlin. Realizing this intention, one of the generals refused

any further correspondence, while the other continued to write (giving,

as ordered, Berlin as the place of mailing!), but insertit clear instruc-

tions for his wife, not to consent to anything.

(6) In 1954, a commanding general, whose daughter in the

meantime had obtained employment with a US office (a fact completely un-

known to him at the time!), was flown to Karlshorst in a standard civil

aircraft; he was wearing civiliamiclothes specially issued in Moscow;

in KarlshoztM, pressure was exerted an him to have his wife lacome to

Berlin. When he refused, he was returned to the Soviet Union and



transferred to camp Voykovo.

(7) In March 1955, an unpleasant, concentrated effort

was made to recruit a general (military attache) for work after his

return home. The graphic threats were not carried out.

It is known that especially just before the 1955

release numerous recruitment attempts were made, primarily in the case

of officers with family or other contacts in the economy or abroad.

Of special note was the endeavor to get hold of the

family of the person to be recruited.

it. Theidomp Interrogators 

They differed greatly in mental capacity and level of

education. Only the Moscow key functionaries (cf ria. above) and very-
few leading NVD men in the provinces were above average even bylemp

Western standards. They were eiiCellent linguists (some spoke German

without any accent), were thoroughly informed on Germany and German

conditions (some had spent years there or were even of German or German-

Jewish descent), had good general knowledge and psychological under-

standing. This group was absolutely dangerous. Below them, the decline

was rapid. The small commissars in the camps often were to be feared

only because of a certain slyness and experience; otherwise they were

mostly primitive and naive especially about foreign conditions, military

organization, and the like. It was nevertheless a mistake to underestimate

them because, in addition to unscrupulousness in the choice of means,

they all had training in interrogation tactics as well as political pro-

paganda instruction. This was recognizable by the fact that interrogations

(14



almost always began the same way ("How are you?" etc.) and, on the

lower levels, continued rather mechanically according to rule. In

the camps it was noticed that the texts df the more important questions

had obviously been framed in Moscow. Moscow specialists, however,

also visited the camps and provincial prisons to attend interrogations.

5. All protocols were transcribed by hand by the interrogator

in the following form: Question and answer. Each page had to be

signed separately  by the person interrogated. In fact,the latter

should insist on this, in order to prevent any subsequent distortions.

The alteration of a protocol was very embarrassing for the

interrogator, because he would then have to rewrite everything by hand.

By refusing to sign, on the other hand, the person interrogated did

have a certain means available to make certain that the answer was

formulated to his liking. Outright protocol forgeries were seldom

noted, but the more so in—hccurate translations and unfavorable formu-

lations. However, one Abwehr officer ( fluent in Russian) did find

in his files falsified protocols, bearing a forgery of his signature.

Written statements (except personal histories) were demanded

only in individual cases.

6. The interpreters also differed greatly in knowledge and

ability. They were frequently women, most often Jews. They were, of

course,never neutrals Occasionally, they tried to influence the



interrogations malevolently.

Caution in"private" conversations with interpreters during

interrogation breaks!

Nevertheless, the services of an interpreter should be waived

only by persons who know Russian like their native language. Even

good knowledge of the language does not suffice for interrogations,

because the additional mental strain of translation causes early fatigue.

This is detrimental to the content. The person interrogated would thus,

moreover, give up that extra time that he would gain while the interpre-

ter was translating the question which he, the prisoner, had already under-,

stood in Russia:1,as well as his answer.

Whether or not the person interrogated should admit altogether

his knowledge of Russian depends entirely on the individual situation.

Admitting may be useful, in order to exert some control over the

interpreter; moreover, one could then request to personally read the

Russian protocols, rather than have them read in German. If one can-

not read Russian, he should insist that he sign only a written trans-

lation of the protocol. By sufficient steadfastness, refusals to sign

Russian protocols, have met with success.

7. The interrogation methods were characterized by the following:

41. Generally by the " carrot and stick" system. Psycho-

logically and physically there were, on the one hand, relaxations,

temptations, and promises, while on the other there were extortions,



coercive measures> and pressures of all kinds.

Psychological Methods : Appeals to intellect ) , education,

reason, love of "fatherland" and"peace".

Attempts at political convincing, references to power and

achievements of the Soviet Union.

Promises (better treatment, food, release from prison, per-

mission to write, return home).

Reference to family ("You do want to see your wife again!"

or "Your wife is also in our power," or '''Ille power of the MVD

extends far, we can get hold also of your wife, even if she is in the

West").

Emphasizing the futility of any resistance ("Do you wish to

fight against this apparatus ?")

Blackmail with letters (During the interrogation of an Ic who

for years had had no communication from his family, the commissar took

out a stack of letters and postcards, on which the prisoner immediately

recognized the handwriting of his .wife. When the commissar obtained no

satisfactory replies, he put the letters away again).

Reviling the prisoner as a liar, idiot, fascist; threatening him

with death, conviction, arrest, maltreatment, torture, disappearance

without a trace.

Examples: "When I push this button, your corpse will be

lying in the yard in five minutes ! " ; holding a pistol against the

prisoner's head; "Do you want your lungs to burst in a low-pressure



chamber?"; "You will never get out of here!" ; threatening with a big

club; calling in a "boxer" and asking, "Do you want him to continue

your interrogation?"; "with hunger, cold, and beatings, we will get

you to give answers;" "We will skin you alive;" or "We could simply

just forget your In one case where this last threat was used, the

prisoner was taken to the basement of the prison and shown cells occu-

pied by old men who had become utterly feeble-minded.

Physical Methods: 	 Better food rations, food packages,

commissar breakfasts, " cigarettes, money for purchases, improved

accommodations ranging from better cells to a dacha (country house),

reduction or withdrawal of food rations.

Attrition through lack of sleep !

Standing at attention for hours during interrogations.

Dressed in winter clothes, prisoner remains in front of a

hot stove during interrogation.

Aggravated imprisonment (solitary confinement, cages, cold

cells, dark cells, cells with slangliffg lights, upright cages, upright

cages with slanted floors, water cages).

Maltreatments, The following must be differentiated:

On the one hand, the brutal beatings by camp commissars and

interpreters, especially during the first years, including knocking

out teeth, etc., in the case of SS,police and similar personnel, but

also occasionally in the case of officers and specialists of the

Service. On the other hand, the fits of rage of the disappointed com-

missars (e.g., GARGADZE l s attempt to choke a general; a blow given by a



comIlissar with a marble blotter holder to - colonel, who thus lost almost
all his teeth);
&ma finally, as the most extreme measure, systematically and conscious-

ly applied maltreatment and torture.

Maltreatment of officers was not especially frequent. The
o_Ncy)

Soviets, however, did not shrink from maltreating Ahigh-ranking offi-

cers, if they were unable to achieve their goals in any other way.

Thus, there is proof of maltreatment even in the case of several gen-

erals, including maltreatment on orders or in the presence of General

Kobulev.

As a rule, physical maltreatment is pOibited in the Soviet

Union. Its application as a coercive measure required special per-

mission or special orders.

Maltreatment was executed by punching, kicking, whips,

steel fagots, etc., applied also to genitals or soles (bastinado).

The application of IR drugs, injections, medicaments has

not been reported anywhere with any certainty. Only one person ques-

tioned mentioned his suspicion that he might have been given pre-

pared cookies, since he became suspiciously tired after he had eaten

them. (?)

b. Use of Time. The time available to the Soviets is

infinite. Months and years can be used to clarify one single ques-

tion.

c. Constant Repetition. The same questions were repeated

as often as the references to the senselessness 4 any opposition.

CONE.
	 4



Tiring endurance interrogations (up to 36 hours) were carried out,

at times with a change of interrogators; or, weeks later, a new

commissar was assigned, who started the whole affair all over again

with the same questions. Since impatient West Europeans are no

match for this procedure / it can induce them to make confessions

merely to get away from these questions and these commissars.

d. Interrogations were carried out almost always at night  .

The main reason might have been to rob the victim of sleep; another

reason/ the Russian preference for night work.

e. Careful Preparation  . There was always the impression

thatl prior to the interrogation, the interrogator had thoroughly

informed himself, from files and by inquiries, about the character

and personal history of the person to be interrogated, and had planned

his approach.

Appendix 3n gives an outline of the process of interrogation

and treatment in a politically oriented case.

Appendix tp indicates the process of a terroristic inves-

tigation .

8. The tactics used in the interrogation itself depended very

much on the personality of the interrogator. Notably, the attempt

was made to achieve the goal by circumvention or surprise.



The beginning was always polite, a probing for personal and

political attitude, loosening up by discussing neutral subjects, finding

out weaknesses and sore spots. In between, suddenly a factual ques-

tion, a sudden switch to "severity," insults, threats, an equally

sudden turn toward softening, intimidation, and urging to talkq. An

attempt to create the impression that all the information had already

been given by others, and to pin down contradictions to previous

statements.

9. Recommended Behavior When Facing These Methods 

There was remarkable unanimity on this subject among all

persons questioned. The following points were especially emphasized:

General attitude: Calm, determined, composed, polite. Do

not be influenced by the fact that you are unshaven, starved and

ragged, while the commissar is well-nourished and well-groomed. Put

yourself on the same level. Arrogance is just as harmful as

ingratiation or„indeed, subservience. Speak as little as possible,

so as not to give any leads for new questions.

Do hide your light under a bushel, and calmly accept sneers

and ridicule:. Plead weakness of memory because of sickness, injur-

ies, imprisonment and hunger.

Plead that in accordance with such secrecy orders as Hitler's

Order No 1, one could not  possibly know anything.



Never admit anything on your own. Do not offer the slight-

est assistance. Any initial yielding results in further extortion,

possibly maltreatment. Absolute concentration on the subject. Dur-
infcccoiatim

ingammezekeemblimmt breaks, always recapitulate what you have said or

written up to that time, so that you will not contradict yourself

even weeks or months later.

Stick to the truth as far as possible; lies and deceptions

do not withstand the subtle methods and have very unpleasant results

(exceptions are the few cases where a well-prepared")egenq consist-

ently adhered to, promises success).

Remain calm. Lb the face of threats , do not display fear,

but do not try to ridicule these threats. The best attitude would

be possibly as follows: "I realize that I am entirely in your power.

I expect, however, that the Soviet Union will maintain, even toward

me, the principles of justice and humaneness." This appeal was

sometimes effective, especially since physical maltreatment during

interrogations was generally prohibited (see above). Against such

maltreatment, as long as it was not systematic torture, energetic

protests were therefore successful, in some cases even simply return-

ing the blows vigorously.

In the face of insults, bellowing, etc., a composed silence

is best. In some cases, especially if the prisoner spoke Russian,

application of the same sound volume and a similar vocabulary was

also effective.
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Favors, such as special meals, should be rejected, firmly but

politely. Do not show that you are hungry, that you are suffering

under the privations and imprisonment. The same applies to the sep-

aration from one's family. This would merely give further leads for

new torments.

Basic rule: So long as the commissar rages,threatens, etc.,

everything is in order. When he gets friendly and pleasant, then

watch out! In that case, either the prisoner himself had already

made a mistake or the other side was preparing another dirty trick!

In solitary confinement , intensive intellectual concentration

is needed on any kind of problem, no matter what, as long as it occu-

pies the mind intensively enough to let it escape the grinding effect

of the waiting and the vicious circle of interrogations. One military

attache, for example, reported that he had successfully occupied him-

self with architectural and interior designing plans and ideas down to

the last detail.

Recruitment attempts should be rejected clearly and sharply

at their first indication. One may thus spare himself a great deal of

additional bother. Completely erroneous is any thought of trying to

outmaneuver the Soviets and therefore indicating cooperation at first.

In this kind of game, the dialectically trained commissar is always
yeeictivla

fiewinner.	 in any case leads always to repeated tor-

ment. Only the person who said, "No", at the very beginning could



expect finally to be left alone (even though late and after great

difficulties).

After the interrogations, one is honor bound to make unobtru-

sive contact with (trustworthy:) fellow-prisoners who are subject to

the same kind of interrogation. They will thus gain time and leads to

prepare themselves for their own interrogation.

One should not inform even well-meaning comrades of any "secrets,;'
one.

i.e., matters whichikmust or wants to conceal. Every  fellow-prisonerj

even if he is no informer, is potentially dangerous, because the con-

fidant may one day be blackmailed or even tortured. Therefore, do not

burden and endanger anyone with any confidential information, unless

it is of importance for himself.

In certain cases, a hunger strike may be an effective weapon.

The Soviets have to report any hunger strike to their superiors. This,

in itself, is unpleasant for them.

[Continued ea next page]
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!el If, for example, the prisoner is interested in calling attention to

himself, bringing about an interrogation, or expressing a clear pro-

test, he may be successful with a hunger strike. A hunger strike

may also be successful in cases where arbitrariness of subordinate

organs must be fought, where commissars are acting contrary to Soviet

regulations. The strike will have no success in situations where the

Soviets are acting within the limits of their laws and regulations or

upon higher orders .

reser&
In any case, the hungar strike remains as the last mem> and

the prisoner must fully realize just how much energy it will take and

the grave damages he may well risk to his already rundown state of

health. The strike should therefore be started only in important

cases and after careful consideration and, once begun, it must be

carried through unflaggingly.

The Soviets react usually by, first of all, trying to break

the strike by persuasion and promises of all kinds. If unsuccessful

t6e,
or if AMPile "hard line" is anyway under consideration, the hunger

64 mee...is.of
strike is broken thine* forced feeding, which usually takes the form

dres.s6e
of gross maltreatment. .(The prisoner is held by escorts or isimemasit

in a strait jacket, then injection of a hose into the nose, etc.)

.5‘



VII. Convictions 

Ic, Abwehr, and other personnel were convicted during the great

wave of 1949 - 1950, only in a few cases even earlier. It goes without

saying that all such (recognized) persons were convicted. Only among

the lower ranks might there have been some insignificant exceptions.
5 e_n te.se.c.4 vt4

The	 ci.I tg was done by the " War Tribunals of the /11VD Troops"

in very summary proceedings, often lasting only a few minutes, usually

without prosecutor, defense, and witnesses . Some prisoners were even

convicted by mail order sentences of the"Council for Special Affairs"

(Osoboye Soveshchaniye, "OSO") . These sentences were passed in Moscow

in the absence of the accused and without trial, merely on the basis

of records, and were forwarded in writing.

All these persons were convicted in accordance with Article 58

of the Penal Code of the RSFSR (or with corresponding articles of

other Soviet Repuhlics, e.g., Article 68 in the Belorussian Republic).

In these convictions, reference was always made to Section VI (Espion-

age) and often additionally to Section IV (counter-revolutionary activ-

ity in collaboration with the international bourgeoisie).

Al]. were given the "maximum penalty" for these crimesj .6,t that

time, 25 years in a labor rehabilitation camp. (In the meantime, the

death penalty has been reintroduced for these crimes).

Some of the grounds for conviction were simply ludgcrous (in

the case of one Division Ic, they were literally given as follows:

1/40 .A.0 t



pcsit-ioos
"Because he had admittedly observed Soviet_waseholsgas and their

rear areas through field glasses from the German position and had

thus engaged in espionage."); some were laconic ("for espionage")jor

mail order convictions merely indicated penalty and article.

Any type of activity in the Abwehr and Ic Services was inter-

preted as espionage; Foreign and General Staff Service (i.e. prepar-

ation for war to overthrow the Soviet system) was moreover interpreted

as counter-revolutionary activity in collaboration with the internation-

al bourgeoisie. On the latter grount(Article 58,4) , however, some

individual prisoners also were convicted who were said to have worked

against the National Committee 'or Antifa. while in captivity .

WHAT IS TO BE EXPECTED FOR _Liu; FUTURE?

I. General

1. In a future war, the only possible enemy will be the

Soviet Union. Only its procedures must be concentrated on. Even its

satellites do not have to be considered, since they will proceed in

every detail like the Soviet Union.

2. The possibility must be considered that also 1111111111E

persons with knowledge of classified information will again be captured

by the Soviets. Employment of atomic weapons, parachute operations,

tank raids, partisans, and underground movements may rapidly create
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entirely unexpected situations. Indeed, even in the Cold War, such

situations may well be imagined (aircraft emergency landings, kidnap-

pings4).

3. The extent of the Soviet Union's general adherence to the(generally

satisfactory)	 Regulations of the Geneva Conference of 12 August 

1949 on Treatment of Prisoners of War is already a doubtful matter.

That the Soviet Union will not do so in the case of persons with
prObakic,

knowledge of classified information is 4mmaddsimr. Also in future,

application is to be feared.of an means of pressure against persons

suspected by the Soviets of having important information.

n ex
That prisoners of war in the Soviet Union will Allibmst- remain

in the custody of the Army, but in that of the /OD or similar organ-
+iv&

ization is a certainty. Also certain is i‘the methods of political

influencing and political abuse of POW's will not be abandoned.

[Continued on next page]



II. Specifics

I. The methods of Soviet guarding, treatment, and interrogation
of prisoners are based on experiences dating far back to Tsarist days

the
and on the national character. The Russians (includingAbolsheviks)

conu.,cvA;ve, in
are very valiewassifismkiememiten 1^Aatters of organization and procedure.

Therefore, the experiences described in Section A above, in

general,will remain valid also for the future. There is the possibil-

ity for some purely external alterations, mitigations, or intensifi-

cations of some aspects, but there will be no change whatever in

essentials.

Also the judiciary will retain its role as a means of the

political and the class struggle (cf. .4ammommmmwegims book: The

Soviet Judiciary )j despite present-day revisions of the penal code.

The engagement of the judiciary against POW's must be expected also

in future.

2. In the interrogation organs , we must expect significantly

raised standards, especially on the lower levels, and considerably

better knowledge of foreign , and especially German , conditions. The-

tremendous experiences of World War II will certainly determine a bet-

ter selection and training of this personnel. zudakeatatio. During

and after the war, extensive foreign contacts have been made. The

level of general education has risen. Thus, even more refined inter-
hvALf

rogation:A than ever before mar be expected . There will also be



increased utilization of psychological findings and procedures.

Future prisoners will face an improved and even more dan-

gerous organization!

3. As advances are made in science and technology, greater
be,

importance willikgiven to the use of technical listening devices 

and drugs  whose role_ to date has been irtirrtflorcrvirr insignificant.7

[continued on next page]



such additional

tdkradication of

Li. The e:-.7periences of the Korean War indicate an extremely high

percentage A risoners who hei , succub), to Communist influve. According

to an articel by Major William E. Mayer, a U.S. Army psychiatrist, of the
Arise, 11	 r

thousand U.S- soldiers who had been prisoners in Korea and -awkseamtiatealmwe

he studied, no less than one third had become victims of goat Communist
exec-pia

"brain washing". He had ansevetseri from his stud hose who had experienced

phisical,torture, as well as deserters and criminals.

of	 ka.v

These

that they were

are alarmingly great successes, especially if one considers

achieved against soldiers who in no way had to bear up gLqUilimip

wuter ir

affActions as the total coItepse of their home.:land, the

state and army, as had been the case of the Garman prisoners

of the last war.

Li • we disregard the silly and dangefous term 'brain washing,
Me,th 04,

we must concluje tha, because of leLine 	 a. high percentage of

prisoners in Communist captivity are likely to breakAalao in future.
proof

There is moreover tavtai-that actual terrbristic methods can hardly

be with—stood by anyone.

The conclusion is that whenever a person with knowledge of classified

information becomes a prisoner of the Communists, we must assume that the

latter will obtain Use-information. At any rate, our own command staff

must take this into consideration.



5. Since a future war can be Imagined only as a conflict - between two

4e6,
camps of utterly divergent political philosopht, political inflwcing 

a
of prisoners in Communist captivity will presurIply be stepped up

even further than during the last war.. In no case will Communism give up
,

trying to utkiiimw prisoners against their own camp for prowanda, amteuEMOmw,

espionage, and political purposes, and perhaps even for military commmptment.

Persons with knowledge of classified information and primarily

intelligence officers will be especially desirable objects of such attempts,
It poUtics,"

because (1) via the device of 	 they may be made to divulge their

knowledge, and (2) their employiMent against their own camp promises great

a
proppnda and material advantages.

In order to create the impression that the political indoctrination

is generated by the prisoners
It
hemselves, some of it will again be carried out

e. >4 to r e 	 I y
by special organizations set up-Ea:MEM:IA:F . for the prisoners along the lines

of those of 'Free Germany" and Lntifa.

Thus there is no doubt that there will again be orgaftiged "National

Committees, Liberation Committees, Freedom Armies, Peace Movements," or however

they will be called to fit the current situation. The more so, since,the card-

carrying Communists and fellow travelers among the prisoners will be availabe

as trained cadtries and helpers for such organizations, aided, in turn, by

"nonconformist" intellectuals (cf. their behavior in the Cold dart).

1 Nil,
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C. CONCLUSIONS

Following are at least some of the conclusions that must be drawn from the-

experiences and assumptions discussed above.

I. Organiation and Personnel

1. Measures to prevent persons with classified information, primarily

high-grade and valuable ones, from falling into enemy hands:

.Lbandoning the practice of rotating such persons between headquarters

and front assignments, even though cony to tradition and military sentiment.
must LE.._

I.ny resulting career disadvantages meestalitm compensated for.
Alowe-tvc

Timely withdrawal of EgMBIL/radio reconnaissance, and other units

from. critical situations.

2. Measures to assure better cover for i,bwehr personnel. Such service

n.
assignments, even previous ones, must not be mekioned in any personal military

records



•

•

•

3. Limitation of the number of witting persons and of the volume 

of any individual's knowledge to a minimum.

he.t
Ignorance is theorotection against blackmail.

Advisable therefore are orders such as HITLER's former "Order No 1,
c.okit_yr

a system of compartmentation, feei5E4€9- names and designations (the foimer not only

for agents!).

4 In the selection and evaluation of witting persons, character 

must have absolute priority over intellect, skill, 	 and professional

knowledge. There must be no 'weak spots in character and personal conduct,

which the Soviets would immeAdiately work on.

Loft and sensitive natures and such who absolutel- cannot do without

their comforts break down more easily.

5. No ambiguous positions must be created, such as the former "Sonderfuehrer"

(specialists) who, neither fish nor fowl, built up inferiority complexes and

were unable to d-Jvelop a SSM42. of belonging. They were thus more easily

endangered.

6



, • ,,,,,,,041caal atILMITWORNEIMINES.	

II. Training, Instruction, Direction 

1; ,Atempts at learning to endure privation and torture, as carried out

in the U.S., are childish and useless_ One cannot Practice hunger or enduring

confinement and maltreatment, since the subject knows from the outset that the

exerCize can not go to extremes and must have a time limitation. Hard field

duty will teach the soldier; sufficiently that man is able to endure much more

lack of sleep, hunger, thirst, and exertion than he may at first think possible

2. Special instruction on Soviet conditions and Russian mentalityshould

be given to all persons with knowledge of classified information, at least to

those of the Intelligence, Ic, and military foreign services. This instruction.

should cover the following:

a. Russian language courses (simultaneously a good introduction to

the Russian mentality).

b. Literature (as much as possible in Russian) by such authors as

PUSHKIN, CHEKHOV, TOLSTOY, GORKI, MAYLKOVSKI, SHOLOKHOV, DUDINTSEV, and

PASTERNAK. (Penetrating the Russian character.)

Information on the Soviet Union (geographid, politi40ociological,

economic, and military).

J. The principles of Marxist:Leninist idea3ogy,A2Sectical and historical

'I.

6 6



materialism.

e. Goals and roads of Communism.

f. Organization and operation of the Soviet MO clandestine and

interrogation services.

The seriousness of this type of study cannot be emp)sed enough.

It should therefore be followed up by examinations.

3. Each,soldier, even if unwitting of classiYied information,

must be tg°3:1 informed about what he has to expect in possible captivity

and about his conduct as prisoner. He must be instructed on the following:

a. His responsibility for the circumstances of his capture and
for his conduct in captivity. Both matters will be investigated after his

Q.
return and any offenses will be severd y punished.

6. Assurance that his loyality will be matched by that of the

government, which will care for his family, his mail contact, etc.,

and which will intercede for him wheri—ever possible.

Rights and duties of prisoners of war in accordance with the
4

Geneva Conference. What may he demand in accordance with these international

regulations?
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A. What kind of living conditions, treatment, methods of

interrogation and influencing must he expect from the enemy? (Known

the=i'r
dangers lose much of 11016-terror, known methods much of thleme effect!)

e. What information is he permitted and what is he not permitted

to give? (cf. C III!)
Covlottkct

f. -amtmmradvisable during interrogations, against blackmail and

informers.
camyhitment

g. Strict prohibition of any "political" megmaftmeg or activity,

especially joining any "organizations" or signing resolutions. (Reason: Politics

activity presupposes freedom of information, opinion, and decision, a

freedom not applicable in capitivity. In this situation, therefore,

"politics" is tantamount to collaboration with the enemy and tams punishable

upon the prisoner's return.)

k. The duty of comradeship; solidarity, and mutual help is the only

effective means against the enemy.

1. Relationship between superior and subordinate remains in effect.

(Continued duty of superiors to give spiritual guidance and care wherever

possible, duty of subordinates to respect and obey.) This relationship expires,

if the superior is overtly or covertly collaborating with the enemy.



4‹. "Brain washing" is no excuse for breaking down. It does not

exempt from responsibility and is no protection against punishment. The

Merely
same applies to physical tortures which, if proved, may mcmcaw serve as

extenuating circumstances. "Brain washing" is merely a term applied to
sttlotle,)

certain quite natural and known, tiagnaganttim, methods.

4. Which witting persons, if any, would require special directives in

case of caliitivity, in addition to the training and instructions described

under (2) and (3) above?

III. Obligatory Silence 

Regarding obligatory silence, what demands can rwonably be made on

prisoners, especially those with knowledge of classified information, in

Communist captivity? (Cf. II, 3e)
ave.

The opinions expressed on the crucial question ow highly divergent !

In one point, however, they all agree, i.e., that the prisoner must maintain

absolute silence about anything whose revelation might damage his awn side

(z.g., intentions, new weapons, intelligence secrets l etc.), that he must not•

give any information_ on his comrades, even at the risk of severe reprisalg,

iS the.	 a	 01;

Where, however, 115% bounlor between admisAble and inadmiqble statements?

What are real secrets, what not, what no longer? Who is to decide?
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One opinion is approximately as follows:

The prisoner must give the enemy no Other information than the following:

name, rank, APO (age, civilian occupation). He is to give only the

information already contained in his pay book. Any further statements,

especially filling out questionnaires, start a spiraling process without

end. Even limited permission to give, under certain conditions, information

beyond these points is a compromise resulting in mental anguish for the

prisoner and in the enemy's success in obtaining after all the information

he desires.

No exception must therefore be made for persons with knowledge of

classified information. They must invoke international regulations and

consistently refuse to give any further information. They must accept

any possibly resulting reprisals, tortures, or death, just as the simple

soldier is expected to risk his life on the battleaield. Any special

instructions or special obligations are therefore superfluous. The more

so, since any other soldier may at one time or other also become knowledgeable

of classified information.

The opposing opinion is as follows:

This arrangement is no match for Soviet methods. The assumption is

unrealistic that such demands can be fullfilled. Nothing impossible should

be demanded, else even the possible would not be done. The prisoner would

feel guilty and liable even when there was no harm done and would:then



continue even further than permitted. The comparison with the battlefield

is not applicable. There the soldier may still have a chance of getting

through, while as a prisoner he sees himself entirely passive, alone, and

defenseless at the mercy of an all-powerful_ enemy and his incalculnble

torments. Nobody will under—go torture or death, in order to keep secret

things which he must consider entirely harmless and unimportant, although

they may go beyond the above-mentioned points.

His trainU and experience must help each prisoner to decide for

himself when to ,keep silent and when to accept the direst consequences for

his silence.

Thus, the limitations on the giving of information must be defined

in negative terms, i.e., the prisoner must be made clearly to understand

primarily what he is not permitted to say.

Obviously, the first opinion has the great advantage of clarity and

Moo
simplicity. Whether it is realistic is a ut point.

The second opinion undoubtedly places the responsibility on the

prisoner, presupposes thorvugh training, and harbors great dangers because

of its vagueterder lines. Is the opinion nevertheless the only possible one?

The proponents of the second opinion haVe added the following detailed

suggestions:

Strict prohibition of any written comment or statement, including

personal history, under threat of penalty.

,



Compartmentation of information for persons with 'knowledge of

classified information, similar to the previous concepts of "Secret,"

"Top Secret," "Eyes Only," and accordingly determining what information

may be divulged under pressure in extreMe cases and what information must

be withheld under any conditions at 1111 times.

Threat of punishment upon the prisoner's return even for negl;ence

in the keeping of secrets and for failtrepdf exercising at least passive

resistance. Special instructions for bearers of top secret information

and holders of certain assignments. Such persons should possibly be

equipped with poison to ehable them altogether to escape caPitivity by

death. Interrogations should be practiced like war games in training

CL-
courses under certain „preconditions during which partivants would assume

the roles of interrogator and prisoner, and thus work out and ascertain

how far the prisoner with knowledge of classified information may go in his

replies.

In conclusion we may state that the most important problem to be

solved on the basis of our experiences is the decision as to what demands

regarding the duty of silence can be r4onably made on the captured soldiers

in general and on those with knowledge of classifieddinformation in

particular. This decision must be made quickly and clearly on the basis

of sober evaluation, under consideration of all human, military, and legal
z
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aspects.

No matter how this decision may turn out, it must be formulated

unequivocally and impressed upon each soldier, official, etc., and

eKpecially upon those with knowledge of classified information.

,,e.•<■••,10•141,
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Appendix 1 

NAND?, RE GI S TER.

[ N 0 T E : This Register lists the names

of all persons referred to in this study.]
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QUESTIONNAIRE	 Appendix 2 

Please include in your report, among other things, information

on the following questions:

1. Briefly describe when, where, how you were captured, in which

camps and prisons you were kept, when you were released, convicted.

2. When did you begin noticing an interest in your person regarding

your former service assignment?

3. What information was wanted of you? What seemed of particlar interest?

-------------_E lc c Illueodia,dr.611fr:ralmfFi lila: uustoonamad Hz
/
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4 • Interrogation methipds! Were written statements demanded?
9

5. Was pressure exerted (imprisonment, special camp, threats,

maltreatments, etc.)?

6. What did the Soviets alfeady seem to know of the special subject?

7. Who conducted the interrogations (experts? Soviet Army officers?

MVD personnel?) 7 Did key functionaries appear? What was the intellectual

level of the interrogators?

8. Any special experiences? recruitment attempts?

9. What were the indications of the Soviet IS operational methods and

Obganizationain the camps and prisons ( operational unit, its relationship

to other administrative organs, recruitment of informers and agents)?
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10. What behavior do you recommend toward the methods applied to you?

11. What (reasonable) demands, in your opinion, can be made on persons

with knowledge of classified information regarding their conduct in Soviet

captivity? How should they be instructed and obligated for this event?

CONFIDENTIAL
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Appendix 3	 Appendix 3 

Outline of an Interrogation:

1. Psychological and physical attrition by means of the most primitive

and enduring imprisonment: Months of solitary confinpent, no interrogation,

rejection of any request, for a hearing, cutting off any possibility for
deer Valich

occupation (no books, no games), simesedetelsiase of sleep, minimum food rations,

criminal treatment (bodsearches,, fingerprinting, photograph like that of

criminal).

= Stewing in one's own juice!

2. Unnerving and tiring weeks of interrogation, primarily after

midnight. Constant interchange between intimidation by rudeness, shouting,

threatening (also with death penalty for alleged war crimes), on the

one hand, and studied politeness, promises, sad relaxations in the prison
an

routine, Aproviding a so-called commissar's breakfast, on the other.

Surprising the prisoner with unexpected "factual information" on some

of the questions, originatifig iaLli‘imilie.€09(144from fellow prisoners of

other reliable sloes.

4	 11: Confusing and softening-up process.
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3. Transfer from solitary confilvent to a prison cell shared with other

German prisoners. Exploitation of the tortured prisoner's natural need,
ttsr

modihis long loneliness, to unburden himself in the company of his fellow

prisoners. Listening in on these talks by means of listening devices or

interrogation and blackmail of fellow prisoners.

= Finding leads and points of attack against the prisoner. 

4. Renewed uninterrupted interrogation as under (2) above.

= Cat-and-mouse game. 

If goal has not been reached by this time, the following change of

methods takes place:

5. Transfer to a camp which, compared with the prisons , will seem to

the prisoner as isgreat relief and will loosen him up. Display of complete

Soviet disinterest in the prisoner. Actually, however, constant covert

surveillance by camp commissars, informers, and listening devices aimed

at obtaining new leads from unwitting conversations.

6. Depending on the success of the "camp life" and the psychological

evaluation of the prisoner:

CONHDENUAL
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Either renewed transfer to prison with aggravated living conditions,

ouz
massive threats, continuk valit interrogation, presentation of written

incriminating material, engagement of informers.

= Hard procedure'.

Or transfer. 	 an "object" (i.e. , dacha or something similiar)

with relatively good food rations, usually together with several other

Qermans who ha*been more Or less aitened up, there to be further processed

and softened up gradually in "friendly conversationN with the latter or

with various specialists who have come from Moscow, allegedly to care for

the health and well-being of the prisoner.

. Soft procedure.

7. Considering the time, patience, and tenacity of the Soviets,

the game described under (1) through (6) can be continued alternately

for months and years until either success or the coil** of the "patient"

is achieved.

CONFIDENTIAL



First Phase

.DAetion: About 4 weeks'

Interrogators: General PETROV of State Security, assisted by Major

MAYOROV

Several hours of interrogation daily under constant serious maltreatment

Qt
with leather whips and monotonous, automatic rel*tion of the question:

"Upon whose request, with what orders and for what purpose did you go to

Russia in 1932 and 1934, and which agents . did you visit, there?" The entire

4 weeks were devoted to this question. After 4 weeks, this phase was

broken off as unsuccessfV1 and the second phase began.
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Procedure of a Terroristic Investigation

Over-all Direction: General KOBULEV and Colonel GARGAD7.E, both of

State Security
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Second Phase 
Agt61

Duration: t, 14 weeks

Divided Direction: (a) "Legal" interrogatori, Colonel GARGAN,R; (b) "Slugger

group"--one Major, one Captain, and a "boxer"

Over-all direction and interrogation as above, but divided roles.

In well played team work, GARGADZE played the "culturiadd" interrogator.

He tried to induce the prisoner, on rational and moral grounds only,

to make a "confession"; he tried to persuade and explain the hopelessness

of resistance. He never touched the prisoner personally, but threatened

constantly that he would turn him over to the "slugger group" and then

actually did so, so that the prisoner might "become reasonable." The

slugger group always continued the interrogation with brute violence.

Every day (except Sundays), the niQhtly maltreatments sisededmise- repeated,

for periods up to 8 hours.

The "boxer"began by punching the prisoner's face and entire body;

then followed maltreatment of the naked body, esioecially the genitals,

by means of leather and wire whips (6-strand twisted cable wire). These

maltreatments were continued in ever new, alternating, and supplementing

variations until either the "slugger group" ran out of breath or the subject

of interrogation had broken down physically, thus forcing a suspension of

the interrogation. The climax of the maltreatments was an S 1/2-hour

"bastinado" during Easter night 1945.

Since the prisoner's attempted hunger strike , was unsuccessful because of

forceolartificial feeding, he saw his only way out of this senseless and

CONFIDENTIAL
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intolerable torture by making a fictitious "confession." As he had nothing

to confess, he invented an "espionage mystery novel," which the Russians

pro4ly swallowed. This provided him with a breathing spell of 2-3 weeks,

4	 which permitted at least a partiial healing of his injuries.

Third Phase 

Duration: About 3 weeks

Interrogator: GARGADZE

Enthusiasm satisfaction, praise for the "confession." The prisoner

was told that he had finally become "reasonable" and that "a common

language" had been found. Every night for many weeks, the prisoner was

busy writing down his "novel". For this purpose, he was transfe4id

daily from the BUTYRSKAYA to the LUHYANKA prison and subjected to all

pertinent measures.

In the meantime, the Soviets made inquiries and found out that the

entire "novel" was a spontallipus invention. Speechlessness, indignation,

rage. "Why have you done this?" The prisoner explained that this had

been his only possibility to avoid the bestialtreatments, because every

time he spoke the truth, he had been cruelly maltreated. He would

repeat this every time, if they should ever touch him again! This was

first answered by insults, then by a softer approach. He was advised that

misleading the Soviet Secret Service was a maximum crime. He was asked to

CONFIDENTIAL
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promise never to do this again. Reply: "This depends entirely on you

and your interrogation methods."

From that time on, the prisoner was never again pamatmiamax touched.
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